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P+PB’s national sustainability-focused marketing
campaign highlights how paper and packaging's

sustainable nature, the industry’s
environmental practices and investments in

recycling contribute to a healthier planet.

CAMPAIGN HIGHLIGHTS

Industry Communicators Convene to Up
Their Storytelling Skills
The power of storytelling was the focus of P+PB's annual Communications
Ambassadors (CAPs) Summit, held on May 20-21 in McLean, VA.

Two dozen corporate communicators from companies large and small came
together to share stories, hone their skills and get a preview of P+PB's Industry
Employee Activation which launches later this summer.

The featured presentations and workshops were delivered by two experts on the
power of words and storytelling, Dee Allsop of Heart + Mind Strategy and Ira
Koretsky of The Chief Storyteller, who both delved into the transformative
power of words, illustrating how compelling narratives lead to messages that are
not just heard but felt.
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CAPs play a crucial role in spreading the excitement of our campaigns through
their social media and internal communications channels. Click the thumbnail
below to check out the spontaneous social video created at the event.
 

Greg Tucker and Mary Anne Hansan Appear
on PBS’ Viewpoint with Dennis Quaid 
In a recent installment of PBS' documentary series Viewpoint Project with Dennis
Quaid, Bay Cities CEO and packaging industry thought leader Greg Tucker gave
viewers a glimpse into the company's sustainable operations, from sourcing
materials from certi�ed forests to transforming recycled paper products into
innovative packaging solutions for leading brands. Our very own Mary Anne
Hansan, President of P+PB, shared her insights on the pivotal role recycling plays
in getting back reusable �ber and how our national campaign is inspiring
consumers to embrace recycling as a daily habit to fuel a circular economy.

Click the thumbnail below to see the full interview:
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Our Corrugated Booth at South by Southwest
Draws Big Crowds
Looking back over our �rst ten years of the campaign, this month we are reliving
the magic of our March 2017 South by Southwest (SXSW) booth, "Powered by
Paper.” Famous for nurturing and incubating new products, the show attracted
innovators of all kinds to our immersive 20' x 20' trade show booth crafted
entirely from containerboard. Once in the booth, products made from paper
showcased the endless potential of paper, paperboard and containerboard.  In
just four days, our campaign resonated far and wide, generating over 100 million
social media and PR impressions. Our message echoed across platforms, igniting
conversations and inspiring action.

Read our press release for more details
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Tap into Our New Sales Materials to
Energize Customer Presentations 
Our comprehensive Marketing + Sales Toolkit is chock full of videos, images and
printable sales materials to help communicate paper's sustainability story to
customers. A recent favorite is our Paper Does That video and infographic, just
right for social sharing or to �nish o� a perfect sales pitch.  

Sign up for the Toolkit now! 

The Revenge of Print  
As an industry we spend a lot of time worrying about paper

deselection, and rightly so. But lately, I seem to hear more

about companies that had previously decided to get out of

paper and are now back with paper. And I don’t just mean

the utilities and banks and service providers who,

sometimes despite their best e�orts, have found that

customers still want paper billing options. 

No, companies of all kinds are experiencing what one author

colorfully calls “The Revenge of Analog,” a growing

appreciation for—and pull toward—the physical, the

tangible and the real. 

> Read more on my blog
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Report Greenwashing Misinformation with
Two Sides' New Portal
Two Sides has made it easier than ever to report greenwashing via a new online
portal. The portal is part of the organization's e�orts to challenge major
corporations, government agencies and other groups that mislead consumers by
making unsubstantiated environmental claims about the production and use of
paper. Examples include promoting switching from paper to electronic
communication as better for the environment using language like "go paperless,
go green" and "go paperless, save trees."

Learn more and visit the portal here

INNOVATIONS

New Packaging Idea for the Cold Chain
For our innovations section this month, we are featuring an article from Modern
Materials Handling

Summertime is minutes away. And with summer, the cold chain for transporting
popular perishables comes a bit more into focus. Especially if you’re talking
about shipments of popular perishables from meat and fruit to eggs and more.
Ranpak has an innovative cold chain protective packaging where it has replaced
foam and other less sustainable cold chain packaging with bio-based cold packs
paired with thermal-protective, paper-based pads that are curbside recyclable by
consumers.

Read the article here
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DATA TRENDS THAT MATTER

WHAT P+PB IS READING

New York Times: Is Biodegradable Plastic
Really a Thing?
Wall Street Journal: The 100-Year Quest to
Make a Paper Bottle
Bloomberg: We Don't Know How Worried We
Should Be About Nanoplastics
Washington Post: Here Are Three Common
Recycling Myths You Should Discard
Yahoo News: Pizza Box Recycling Bin
Installed at Central Park 
Packaging Dive: As 40+ Mills Accept Paper
Cups, Advocates Turn to Boosting
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p g
Residential Recycling Acceptance 

SOCIAL SPOTLIGHT AND SHARING

Pass It On!
If you know someone who would be interested in the Paper and Packaging Board Newsletter, pass it

on! Simply forward this email to them or send the link below.
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